Communication and Interaction Ideas







Makaton signing ‘more’ when playing with bubbles or other
favoured adult led activities (tickles, squeezes, spinning)
Signing ‘help’ during fine motor threading activities / asking
for specific help (ie fastening coat, logging on computer)
Giving a choice of favoured activities/songs/ food asking for
things they want using PECS (4 key word) or verbal language
(full sentences)
Give reasoning and evidence for opinions or observations
Label smells / tastes as nice or not nice– communicating preferences

Independence Ideas


Showering and dressing



Washing dishes


Putting clothes in the washing
machine

‘tidy to finish’ after playing
with toys / having a snack/ completing an activity


Hanging washing on the line



Cooking and baking

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Ideas


Complete independent activities to help regulate



Communicate feelings during different activities




Counting, adding, sorting objects and toys– colour,
shape, size



Weighing and measuring (baking/ water play)



Research recipes and write shopping lists. Work out prices of ingredients and total prices / change
required

Class: Blue
Please feel free to use these ideas to keep learning going at home! There is no pressure to complete these...you may have other ideas and routines 
that you wish to maintain.

Reading a familiar or favourite book
- answering questions, turning pages, finding objects/ characters

It would also be amazing to see or hear about what
you’ve been getting up to so please feel free to

share photos/work on our Twitter page:
@KelfordSchool or you could put together a photo
book to show us when we all come back! Please let

us know if you need anything to help and we will try
our very best.
Thank you all for all your hard work and support
during these uncertain times. We miss you all!

Diary or sentence of something that has been done
each day
Letter formation with pens / in sensory trays

Sensory/Physical Ideas


Jumping/ running —> obstacle course / throwing
items into bucket (colour
matching?)—> deep pressure / squeezing playdough



Daily walks



Playing in the garden



Digging in the sand / garden

Show preference for activities


Play /role play with parents/
siblings

Water / sensory play / sprinkling to relax and calm


Optional Home Learning!

Cognition and Learning Ideas

Massage and squeezes

